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Accurate knowledge of core power level is essential for the safe and

efficient operation of nuclear power plants. Ionization chambers located

outside the reactor core have the necessary reliability and response time

characteristics and have been used extensively to indicate power level.

The calibration of the ion chamber, and associated nuclear instrumentation

(N'l), has traditionally been based on the thermal power in the secondary

coolant system. The usual NI calibration procedure consists of establishing

steady-stats operating conditions, caTorimetrically determining the power

5t the secondary side of the steam gererator^ and adjusting the !U output

to correspond to the measured thermal power.

While this calibration procedure has apparently proved satisfactory ir,

the past, a number of Question-/ remain. This study addresses certain of those
i

questions including; a) what/sampling rate should be employed, b) how many

measurements ere required,^ar.d c) how can additional pc-ier level related

information such as primary coolant loop measurements and knowledge of plant

dynamics be included in the calibration procedure.

The thermal powers in the secondary coolant system and primary coolant

system are calculated from nonlinear combinations of measurements. However,

it is convenient to treat each calculated power as a separate measurement.

For this study measurements of primary-loop power (0 ^ ) , secondary-loop power
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(Qsec)» and core power (Q c o r e) are assumed available at each sampling time.

Core power measurements are defined as NI measurements.

The minimum-mean-square-error optimality criterion was adopted and

therefore the calibration problem can be solved by using a Kalman filter to

estimate the HI bias (estimating the bias essentially calibrates the

instrument). Before the Kalman filter algorithm can be implemented, a

mathematical model must be developed to describe the relationships between

state variables. Processing experimental data from a 50 MM FWR. at the INEL

1 2with recently developed techniques showed that dynamic interactions between

the three power levels (primary-loop, secondary-loop, and core) are negligible

if the sampling interval is at least two seconds. As a result of neglecting

dynamic interactions the system and measurement equations can bs written as
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where x . , xo , and x, denote biases on the Q_».-, Q--_i and <?__..„ (NI) readings
1 L J pri 56C Cure

respectively; •/.* denotes the actual nuclear core power level; z,, z^, and z^

denote the measurements of Qpn-, Q s e c > and q c o r e respectively; Vj, v2, and v3

denote measurement noises.



In addition to the system and measurement models specified in Eq 1)

and ?.), the Kalman f i l t e r implementation requires a pr ior i values for the

measurement noise variances and the i n i t i a l state-estimate error variances.
3 2

Analysis of the experimental data and information from yields E{v,} * 0.05,

Eiv^} = 0.003, and E{Vj} = 0.04; for the i n i t i a l state-estimation errors

E{Xj) = 5.0, Elx|} = 1.21, EU3} = 2500.0, and E{x^} = 2500.0. E{-} denotes
2

statistical expectation and all variances are expressed in MW .

Equations 1) and 2) along with the above variances allow implementation

of a Kalman filter and consequent calculation of optimal estimation errors as

shown in Figure i. The errors shown are those resulting after processing the

indicated number of measurements. For example after two measurements, the

standard deviation for the error in the Nl-bias estimate is about 1.075 MW.

Figure 1 shows that the steady-state errors are approximately obtained

after processing only five measurements. Processing additional measurements

yields essentially no improvement in the estimates. Even though the states

being estira^ed are unchanging, they cannot be estimated exactly because they

are unobser/abie.
3

Previous to this work as many as 15 x 10 measurements were processed

to calibrate the .'II on the KIEL reactor; a very large computational savings

can be realized without loss of accuracy.

An error budget was prepared; the budget shows that uncertainty about

the Q bias basically controls the steady-state estimation errors. This

control occurs because the Q bias has a small a priori error and theestimates rely heavily on the Q.^ measurements.

Due to the strong reliance on Q measurements, the estimation errors

are sensitive to differences between the actual bias and the a pr ior i

information. This sensit ivi ty could be reduced by at least two methods;



first, more accurate 0 • measurements would decrease the sensitivity to
pri

unexpected Q,ec measurement errors. Second, redundant instruments could

be used to make several Q measurements with uncorrelated errors to reduce

the sensitivity to unexpected errors on any one of those instruments. These

methods of reducing sensitivity also reduce estimation errors.

Because the system equation does not account for changes in the power

level or instrument biases, the filter gains become small as the filter

approaches steady state and then the filter begins to ignore new data.

Ignoring new data causes no problem when short data sets (5 to 50 samples)

are processed. However, if the filter were used in a continuously monitoring

mode the "no-change" assumptions might become unrealistic. The filter can

be "kept open" to new measurements by fixing the gains at those optimal

values for processing one of the first few measurements. For example,

fixing the gain at the optimal values for processing the fifth measurement

increases the steady-state errors by less than one percent and increases

the filter convergance time by only a factor of two. Thus a suboptimal

filter using fixed gains will be preferrable for on line monitoring.

This investigation into optimal calibration of nuclear instrumentation

has produced several new results

o the sampling interval should be at least two seconds

o only five or ten measurements are required for optimal NI calibration

o power level information such as Q • can be readily included in the

calibration procedure for improved accuracy and reduced sensitivity

to unexpected measurement biases.

The calibration technique reported herein was developed with experimental

data from a 50 MM reactor; applying the technique to larger reactors must be

done carefully because of possible scaling problems. However, present results
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are very encouraging; the modeling methods ' can be readily applied

with experimented data from larger reactors to determine any necessary

modifications to the calibration procedure.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Optimal Estimation Errors
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